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C H E M I S T R Y

A deep UV trigger for ground-state ring-opening 
dynamics of 1,3-cyclohexadiene
Jennifer M. Ruddock1,2, Haiwang Yong1, Brian Stankus1, Wenpeng Du1, Nathan Goff1, Yu Chang1, 
Asami Odate1, Andrés Moreno Carrascosa3, Darren Bellshaw3, Nikola Zotev3, Mengning Liang2, 
Sergio Carbajo2, Jason Koglin2, Joseph S. Robinson2, Sébastien Boutet2, Adam Kirrander3, 
Michael P. Minitti2*, Peter M. Weber1*

We explore the photo-induced kinetics of 1,3-cyclohexadiene upon excitation at 200 nm to the 3p state by ultrafast 
time-resolved, gas-phase x-ray scattering using the Linac Coherent Light Source. Analysis of the scattering anisotro-
py reveals that the excitation leads to the 3px and 3py Rydberg electronic states, which relax to the ground state 
with a time constant of 208 ± 11 fs. In contrast to the well-studied 266 nm excitation, at 200 nm the majority of the 
molecules (76 ± 3%) relax to vibrationally hot cyclohexadiene in the ground electronic state. A subsequent reaction 
on the ground electronic state surface leads from the hot cyclohexadiene to 1,3,5-hexatriene, with rates for the for-
ward and backward reactions of 174 ± 13 and 355 ± 45 ps, respectively. The scattering pattern of the final hexatriene 
product reveals a thermal distribution of rotamers about the carbon-carbon single bonds.

INTRODUCTION
The ring-opening reaction of 1,3-cyclohexadiene (CHD) to 1,3,5-hexatriene 
(HT) is a prototypical photochemically induced electrocyclic reac-
tion, and it is the reaction motif for the synthesis of vitamin D in the 
skin upon exposure to sunlight (1). Numerous experimental and 
computational studies have explored the dynamics of CHD upon 
excitation at 267 nm to the 1B valence state, which results in conro-
tatory ring opening according to the Woodward-Hoffmann rules 
(1). The wavepacket created by optical excitation evolves on the 
steeply sloped 1B surface, glancing by the conical intersection (CI) 
with the 2A state while staying on the adiabatic potential energy sur-
face (2, 3). This passage propels the system into a symmetry-breaking 
direction and channels the wavepacket to the CI, where it transi-
tions to the 1A surface in a region that leads to the HT product with 
about 50% yield (2, 4–8). Given the complexity of this intriguing 
mechanism, it stands to reason that different electronic excitations 
might lead to different outcomes. Yet the dynamics upon excitation 
to higher-lying states remains poorly understood. We report here on 
a remarkably different reaction outcome when the molecule is 
excited at 200 nm, which triggers the photochemical reaction on the 
ground electronic state.

Prior studies have established that the peaks in the ultraviolet 
(UV)–visible absorption spectrum near 200 nm (Fig. 1) are due to 
excitation to 3p Rydberg states. Merchán et al. (9) associated the 
two dominant peaks to a vibrational progression (≈1450 cm−1) in the 
3p manifold belonging to the lowest adiabatic ionization potential 
at 8.12 eV. The Rydberg state character is borne out by photoionization- 
photoelectron studies, which show a dominant v = 0 vibronic 
transition (10). Ultrafast time-resolved spectra by Bühler et al. (11), 
excited at 207 nm, showed the Rydberg state to be stable but short 
lived (≈200 fs), in agreement with our own observations presented 

below. These authors also reported the first indication that at shorter 
wavelengths, CHD might not undergo the same ring-opening reac-
tion as in the 1B electronic state, but instead return to the ground 
electronic state in the ring-closed form. However, two studies with 
two-photon excitation using 400-nm pulses by Sekikawa and co-workers 
(12, 13) challenged this finding. They interpreted photoelectron 
spectra taken with extreme UV high harmonics probe pulses as 
showing rapid conversion from the Rydberg state to 2A, followed 
by a dynamical evolution of the ring structure on the 2A surface, 
eventually causing ring opening on a 500- to 800-fs time scale via a 
CI, leading to HT with a minimum quantum yield of 0.46 (12). Sub-
sequent experiments where the target CHD molecules themselves 
produce the high harmonics appeared supportive of the earlier findings 
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Fig. 1. UV absorption spectrum of CHD. The broad band between 220 and 280 nm 
reflects the absorption to the 1B state. The sharper peaks at short wavelengths are 
due to the 3p Rydberg states. A red arrow indicates the 200-nm excitation wavelength 
used in the present experiment. The inset shows the corresponding time-resolved 
photoelectron spectrum for the short-lived 3p state.
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(13). The dominance of ring opening in the high harmonics exper-
iments is inconsistent with Bühler’s photoelectron spectra, yet the 
harmonics experiments are encumbered by substantial noise and 
the uncertainty generally associated with two-photon excitation. 
Consequently, there is no clarity regarding the reaction dynamics, 
the time scales, or the quantum yield of the photochemically in-
duced dynamics of this important prototypical molecule at short 
wavelengths.

Hot HT and CHD reaction products are difficult to distinguish 
and quantitatively analyze using spectroscopic methods because the 
intensity of spectroscopic signals depends on the transition dipole 
moments, which in turn may depend on the structure, and on the 
line shapes of the transition, which are broad in the hot reaction 
products. X-ray scattering signals depend on the number of electrons 
in a molecule and on the molecular structure and therefore are a 
more direct measure of chemical transformations. This makes ultrafast 
x-ray scattering an attractive alternative to spectroscopic experiments 
for determining reaction dynamics and quantum yields. We exploit 
the short pulse duration and brightness of the Linac Coherent Light 
Source (LCLS) X-ray Free-Electron Laser at the SLAC National 
Accelerator Laboratory to measure the ultrafast CHD dynamics in 
a dilute gas. A novel analysis technique that uses a large pool of 
instantaneous structures obtained from simulations aids the analysis 
of the experimental data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed time-resolved gas-phase x-ray scattering experiments 
at the Coherent x-ray Imaging instrument (14) of the LCLS at the 
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory as previously described (15–17). 

CHD was introduced as a room temperature gas with a pressure of 
6 torr and intersected by a 200-nm pump pulse. A Cornell-SLAC pixel 
array detector (18) recorded single-shot scattering patterns, which were 
binned by their time relative to the pump laser and averaged over 
many shots. The pump-probe signals are given as percent differences

  %I(q, t ) = 100 ·   
 I  on  (q, t ) −  I  off  (q)

  ─  I  off  (q)    (1)

where Ion(q, t) is the signal with the pump laser on, which depends 
on the magnitude of the scattering vector q and the delay time t, 
while Ioff(q) is the scattering signal with the pump laser off. Taking 
the difference signal is advantageous as many of the poorly charac-
terized experimental parameters, such as background signals, and 
gas pressure fluctuations cancel out. The percent difference signal 
depends on the excitation fraction, which is kept low to minimize 
multiphoton processes.

We simulate the ground-state dynamics of hot HT using the 
dynamics code SHARC (19, 20) interfaced with the electronic struc-
ture package MOLPRO (21), with electronic structure calculations 
performed at the SS-CAS(2,2)/6-311+G(d) level of theory. The 
initial conditions for hot HT were sampled from the Wigner distri-
butions for the cZc-HT and tZt-HT forms of the molecule. The 
excess kinetic energy in each case corresponded to the 200-nm 
photon energy randomly distributed among all degrees of freedom 
of the molecules, corrected for the energy relative to the CHD ground 
state (1.02 eV for cZc-HT and 0.69 eV for tZt-HT). For each form, 
50 trajectories were propagated for 3 ps, allowing the molecule to 
traverse the entire ground-state potential energy surface. Last, 600,000 
geometries were extracted for the hot HT conformers (covering all 
three possible hot HT conformers; see table S1).

Fig. 2. The anisotropic components of the pump-probe scattering patterns. Top: Computed patterns for alignments of the transition dipole moments along the x, y, 
and z directions. Bottom left: Experimental pattern at 1 ns. Bottom center: Simulated pattern with the optimal admixture of transition dipole moments.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The linear polarization of the pump laser induces an alignment in the 
molecular sample that gives rise to an anisotropy of the time-dependent 
scattering patterns. As has been pointed out previously (22, 23), this 
anisotropy depends sensitively on the alignment of the molecule’s 
transition dipole moment with respect to the molecular axes. Figure 2 
shows the experimental pump-probe scattering image at 1 ns, where 
the anisotropy is recovered because of rotational rephasing (see the 
Supplementary Materials) (24). A computational model of the scat-
tering signals, described in detail previously (21), gives rise to the 
three computed scattering images shown in Fig. 2 (top). A comparison 
of the computed scattering image with the experimental ones gives 
an optimal fit with an admixture of 62 + 2% 3px and 38 ± 2% 3py, 
indicating that the excitation to the out-of-plane 3px Rydberg orbital is 
dominant. This is in close agreement with the photoelectron spectra by 
Bühler et al. (11) and the computed transition moments by Merchán et al 
(9). Both the 3px and the 3py orbitals are of B symmetry in the C2 point 
group of the CHD molecule.

The isotropic component of the difference scattering signal (Fig. 3) 
reveals a time dependence that stretches from the femtosecond regime 
to the 1-ns maximum time of the experiment. On the femtosecond 
time scale, the molecules are excited to the 3p Rydberg states, where 
they persist for about 200 fs according to the photoelectron studies 
of Bühler et al. (11). The femtosecond time scale signal therefore 
shows the initially excited state and the products immediately following 
the electronic decay out of those states. The picosecond regime signal, 
i.e., the signal between 1 and 15 ps in Fig. 3, could show any dynamics 
or kinetics immediately following the electronic decay. Inspection 
of Fig. 3 suggests little activity during that time regime. At longer 
times, 15 ps to 1 ns, the difference signal increases markedly, sug-
gesting a reaction on the hot ground state of the system.

We model these data according to the reaction sequence shown 
in Fig. 4 and in Eq. 2 (A to C). The pump photon excites the molecules 
to the electronically excited 3px/3py states, indicated as CHD*. The 
photoelectron spectra by Bühler et al. (11) showed that the 3px and 
3py states have very similar rates; thus, the 3px and 3py states are given 
the same decay constant (k1) for the reaction to hot CHD and hot 
HT in the electronic ground state. Thermal ring opening and closing 
reactions between these hot isomers eventually lead to an equilibrium. 
We note that the direct photochemical electrocyclic ring-opening 
reaction is conrotatory, while the secondary ring-opening reaction 
on the electronic ground state should follow a thermal disrotatory 
mechanism. The lack of substituents in CHD does not permit the 
two stereospecific pathways to be distinguished, but their yields 
should depend on the quantum yield of the initial electronic decay.

The reaction scheme gives rise to the following kinetic equations 
for the time-dependent populations of CHD*, CHDhot, and HThot

  [ CHD   *  ] (t ) =  e   − k  1  t   (2A)

  [ CHD  hot   ] (t ) =  A  1  ( e   − k  1  t  −  e   −( k  2  + k  −2  )t  ) + B(1 −  e   −( k  2  + k  −2  )t )  (2B)

  [ HT  hot   ] (t ) =  A  2  ( e   − k  1  t  −  e   −( k  2  + k  −2  )t  ) + B(1 −  e   −( k  2  + k  −2  )t )  (2C)

with

   A  1   =    ck  1   −  k  −2   ─  k  2   +  k  −2   −  k  1    ,  A  2   =   (1 − c )  k  1   −  k  2    ─  k  2   +  k  −2   −  k  1    , and B =    k  2   ─ ( k  2   +  k  −2  )    

Here, k1 is the rate constant for the decay of the electronically 
excited CHD, c is the fraction of excited CHD that initially 
decays to CHDhot, and k2 and k−2 are the rate constants for the 
ground-state hot CHD ring opening to form hot HT and its back 
reaction, respectively. The rate equations, when convoluted with 
a Gaussian instrument function, are fit to the experimental signals. 
The initial ground-state structure of CHD at room temperature 
is well known (25) and is used to calculate the Ioff(q) signal in 
Eq. 1.

The CHD*, the hot CHD, and the hot HT each was associated 
with a time-independent scattering pattern with adjustable q de-
pendence Sx(q), with x being CHD*, CHDhot, or HThot. The time 
dependence arises from the populations in the respective states 
[Eq. 2 (A to C)]. Therefore, the two-dimensional fit to the isotropic 
scattering Piso(q, t) (Fig. 3, top) takes the following form

  P  iso  (q, t ) = [ CHD   *  ] (t ) ×  S  CHD*  (q ) + [ CHD  hot   ] (t ) × 
   S  CHDhot  (q ) + [ HT  hot   ] (t ) ×  S  HThot  (q)  (3)

Fig. 3. The isotropic component of the time-dependent experimental percent 
difference scattering signal of CHD as a function of time. Plotted on top is the 
percent difference in scattering intensity (color bar) induced by the laser pulse as a 
function of the absolute value of the scattering vector, q, and the pump-probe time 
delay. The bottom panel shows averages over two q ranges (dots) and the kinetic 
fit as described in the text (lines). Because of the large range of experimental delay 
times the panels are divided into three time segments: one from −1 to 1 ps to show 
the ultrafast temporal response to the pump laser pulse; the times from 1ps to 15 ps 
showing the initial ground-state population; and the time range from 15 ps to 1 ns 
(on a log scale) giving the increase in HT population as the molecules equilibrate 
on the ground state potential energy surface.
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Fitting the results of the scattering experiment (Fig. 3) to the ana-
lytical form of Eq. 2, with the scattering signals of HThot, CHDhot, 
and CHD* as adjustable parameters (Eq. 3), results in an excellent 
fit (Fig. 3, bottom). The experimentally derived hot scattering 
pattern for HT, SHThot(q), is shown in Fig. 5 (uncertainties are 
given in 1).

The conventional approach to account for vibrational excitation in 
the calculation of scattering signals involves temperature-dependent 
amplitude terms (26). Our experiment inserts 6.2 eV of the pump 
photon energy into vibrations, and assuming harmonic vibrations 
as reported (27), the vibrational temperature of CHD in the elec-
tronic ground state would be 2870 K. It is questionable whether the 
conventional approach works under these extreme conditions. Instead, 
we use a large pool of hot CHD and HT structures, as described in 
Materials and Methods. The HT conformers are divided into cZc, 
cZt, and tZt rotamers based on the criteria indicated in table S1, 
adapted from Wolf et al. (5). This results in the scattering patterns 

shown in Fig. 5 (solid lines), where only the isotropic components 
are shown. The cZc pattern is distinguishable, while the cZt and tZt 
patterns are quite similar. The hot HT pattern was fit to an admixture 
of the three calculated hot HT patterns. The best fit gave an HT 
conformational distribution of 20 ± 15% cZt and 80 ± 10% tZt. The 
conformational distribution was averaged over all time points since 
the signal did not indicate any coherent dynamics between hot HT 
rotamers, as had been observed previously with 1B excitation (5). 
The fit also yields the overall percent excitation as 6.0 ± 0.2%.

The CHD* decays in 208 ± 11 fs out of the originally excited 
electronic state, in excellent agreement with prior lifetime measure-
ments (11, 13). The decay leads back to the ring-closed ground-state 
CHD with a quantum yield of 76 ± 3%. The dominant relaxation 
pathway is, therefore, not to the ring-open HT, as suggested in (12, 13), 
but rather to the ring-closed CHD as postulated by Bühler et al. (11). 
Once on the electronic ground state, the ring opening proceeds with 
a time constant of 174 ± 13 ps, while the reverse ring closing has a 
time constant of 355 ± 45 ps. These kinetic reaction processes are 
represented in Fig. 6 by the relative populations of the three main 
components of the reaction. The interconversion of CHDhot to HThot 
proceeds on a time scale of hundreds of picoseconds, eventually 
leading to an equilibrium with 33% CHDhot and 67% HThot, respectively.

It has been reported that upon excitation at 212 nm, CHD may 
also decompose into benzene and hydrogen molecules (28). We 
tested for the presence of that reaction channel in a separate fit but 
found that adding the possibility of dissociation did not yield a better 
fit. The scattering experiment is very sensitive to dissociation reac-
tions (29), and so we conclude that the dissociation channel is not 
active on the 1-ns time scale of the experiment.

The discovery that the 200-nm photoinduced ring-opening 
reaction proceeds mostly thermally and on the ground-state surface 
stands in contrast to the conrotatory photochemical mechanism 
observed at longer wavelengths and merits further discussion. 
While the lower-energy excitation to the 1B state leads to HT with 
a 50% quantum yield, we find the yield of immediate HT formation 

Fig. 5. Percent difference scattering signal, scaled for 100% excitation probability, 
for the hot (6.20 eV) molecules relative to the cold CHD (room temperature) 
molecules. (Top) The experimental scattering signal, represented by black dots 
with error bars (given in 1σ), and the theoretical patterns to the three conformers, 
given in blue, orange, and green. A fit to a mixture of the three theoretical signals 
(20% cZt, 80% tZt) is given as a black line. (Bottom) The separate residuals of the 
experimental percent difference scattering signals with respect to each of the HT 
theoretical patterns and the optimal admixture.

Fig. 4. Reaction Pathway of Rydberg-Excited CHD.

Fig. 6. Relative populations of the three components of the photoreaction 
(Eq. 2) on a logarithmic timescale: Electronically excited CHD*, the hot 
ground-state CHDhot, and the hot ground-state HThot. The background colors 
indicate the different time regimes of the kinetics: Blue is dominated by the decay 
of CHD*, orange is dominated by the hot CHD, and green indicates the equilibration 
to 67% HThot and 33% CHDhot.
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to be substantially lower for 200-nm excitation (24%). This suggests 
that the dynamics through the CI between the Rydberg states and the 
steep 2A state does not favor ring opening.

The experiment determines that the 3px and 3py Rydberg states are 
excited upon 200-nm excitation. Both of them are of B symmetry, as 
is the 1B state that is reached with the longer wavelength photons. 
As illustrated in Fig. 7, it is likely that the doubly excited 2A state, 

which is the ring-opening reaction coordinate, crosses the Rydberg 
states at higher energies. The intersection with the 3s state, of A 
symmetry, leads to an avoided crossing, consistent with the obser-
vation by Garavelli et al. (3) that in the Franck-Condon region the 
3s Rydberg state is mixed with the 2A surface. The crossings with 
the 3px and 3py states give rise to CIs. This picture is consistent with 
the 221-fs lifetime of the 3px and 3py Rydberg states, and a lifetime 

Fig. 7. The potential energy surfaces of CHD allow for reversion to the ground state of the reactant molecule, favored when the wavepacket is close to the plane 
of symmetry, or ring opening to the HT product molecule, favored when the wavepacket is off symmetry. The path through the 2A/1B CIs can either deflect the 
wavepacket away from the symmetry plane (1B excitation, leading preferentially to the HT product) or focus it onto the symmetry plane (3px,y excitation, leading preferen-
tially to the hot CHD).
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of the 3s state that is so short that it cannot be identified in the broad 
absorption spectrum (Fig. 1).

The CIs between the 2A surface and the 1B and 3px,y surfaces, 
respectively, are therefore of similar topology. However, the cou-
pling between the Rydberg state and the doubly excited 2A valence 
state is likely much smaller since the electron density of the Rydberg 
state in the overlap region is small compared with that of the 1B 
valence state. Consequently, the Rydberg state retains much of the 
shape of its potential energy surface, consistent with the photoelec-
tron spectrum (Fig. 1) that shows no Franck-Condon progression 
in the photoionization.

An important aspect of the ring-opening reaction is the approach 
to the strongly coupled 1B/2A CI. With 200-nm excitation, there is 
no pronounced cusp in the 3p/2A CI because of the smaller coupling, 
and the vibrational wave function in the 3px,y state probably looks 
much like an unperturbed vibrational wave function within the 
Rydberg potential. As the amplitude crosses into 2A, it does, therefore, 
not scatter into an out-of-symmetry direction. The curvature of the 
2A state is, moreover, such that the energy in the plane of symmetry 
is lowest, implying a funneling of the traveling wavepacket toward 
the CI on the C2 symmetry plane. Both of these effects focus the 
wavepacket toward the symmetry plane when it reaches the bottom 
of the 2A well, which is less favorable for an exit toward the HT 
product. With the 1B excitation at 266 nm, however, the wavepacket 
approaches the CI from the lower surface, causing it to be deflected 
away from the maximum at the CI into an out-of-symmetry direction, 
aiming it directly toward the region where the transition to the ground 
state occurs (1, 3, 30, 31).

In summary, we find that photoexcitation of CHD at 200 nm 
leads to rapid dynamics through a series of CIs and avoided crossings 
but dominantly (76%) recovers the CHD molecule in its ground state. 
The internal energy remains high, however, triggering a thermal 
reaction to the ring-open HT product on a 174-ps time scale 
under collision-free conditions. While the lack of substituents 
on CHD renders it impossible to distinguish conrotatory and 
disrotatory reaction products, it seems rational to postulate a 
disrotatory path for this reaction of the hot molecule on the 
ground electronic state. The final product distribution for this 
photothermal reaction is therefore dominantly disrotatory, con-
trary to the traditional Woodward- Hoffmann rules that propose a 
conrotatory reaction outcome for the photochemical reaction. 
Further investigations in the deep-UV range of the spectrum, 
including on systems with less symmetry, may be rewarding.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/5/9/eaax6625/DC1
Section S1. Anisotropic and isotropic scattering decomposition
Section S2. Kinetics fit
Section S3. Separating HT rotamers
Fig. S1. The time-resolved anisotropic scattering signal for CHD excited at 200 nm.
Fig. S2. The residuals of the kinetics fit, divided into temporal regions as shown in Fig. 3 of the 
main text.
Table S1. Criteria for fitting the HT rotamers.
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